Abstract.
1. Introduction. It is generally assumed that in solving ordinary differential equations numerically, the best linear multistep methods (formulae) available are those based on interpolation; that is, the Adams-Moulton formulae (AMF) for solving the nonstiff equations and the backward differentiation formulae (BDF) for solving the stiff equations. Recent work by the authors reported in Wallace and Gupta (1973) , Gupta and Wallace (1975) and Gupta (1975 Gupta ( , 1976 has shown that the multistep formulae based on interpolation are not necessarily the best. This is particularly true for formulae for solving stiff equations and several high order formulae of orders up to 12 suitable for solving stiff equations have been presented in the papers referred to above.
Existence of multistep methods of arbitrarily high orders for solving stiff equations has been proved by Jeltsch (1976) .
Several excellent algorithms for solving ordinary differential equations using multistep methods BDF and AMF have been published recently, e.g. Krogh (1969) , Brayton et al. (1972) , Gear (1971b) , and Byrne and Hindmarsh (1975) . All these algorithms, except that of Gear, use the Variable-Step (VS) technique for varying the step-size. In the VS technique, the multistep formulae used are based on unequally spaced points (xn_¡, y"_,), i = 0, I, . . . , k. This technique provides almost complete freedom in selection of step-sizes because the VS Adams-Moulton formulae are always stable and convergent. This was proved by Piotrowski (1969) . Also Brayton et al. (1972) found that BDF could sometimes become unstable for the VS technique but the formulae based on the VS technique were more stable than those based on the Fixed-Step Interpolation (FSI) technique used by Gear (1971b) .
The FSI technique used by Gear (1971b) in his subroutine DIFSUB essentially consists of the following two steps:
(a) Suppose the solution at unequally spaced points xn_¡, i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k, has been computed and it is required to compute the solution at xn+x = xn + hn.
Then interpolate using the current approximating polynomial to obtain the values of the solution (y"_,) at xn_¡ = xn -ihn, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Note that, in general, the values y"_,-are not computed by interpolating through the last k + 1 computed values of the solution.
(b) Use the fixed step-size multistep formula to compute y"+1. The FSI technique is easily implemented using the representation suggested by Nordsieck (1962) , but the technique is not suitable when high order formulae are used. Krogh (1973) has shown that for AMF, the FSI technique can cause serious trouble if the step-size is reduced for methods of orders greater than 7. It is expected that these results are applicable to all multistep formulae. Though the FSI technique can become unstable, it is a technique which is flexible in the sense that any set of formulae can be used in subroutine DIFSUB simply by replacing the coefficients of the formulae being used presently (and the truncation error coefficients). This is in contrast to an algorithm using the VS technique. To use a new set of formulae in an algorithm using the VS technique must necessarily involve replacing all the code which computes the VS coefficients. Since there is no consensus on what are the best formulae for solving stiff equations, flexibility to use several formulae in an algorithm may be desirable. In this paper we present a technique called the Average-Step Interpolation technique, which we believe does provide the flexibility to use any set of multistep formulae in an algorithm and is shown to be stable by numerical testing.
We have assumed that the equation being solved is y ' = f(x, y), y(x0) = y0. We note that the predictor-corrector algorithm may be represented by the following polynomial representation.
(1.1) Pn+l(x) = W + ?>n + lC((x -Xn+x)/hn+x) Pn+X(x) and Pn(x) axe the polynomials approximating y at x"+, and x" respectively.
C is the modifier polynomial representing the formulae used, hn+x is the present stepsize and ôn + , is the correction applied so that Pn+ ,(x) satisfies the differential equation at xn+,. (Note that in this definition of S" +, there is no need to normalize C.)
The representation (1.1) is similar to that presented in Wallace and Gupta (1973) . Also (1.1) is equivalent to the following representation used by Gear (1971a, p. 224) (1.2) an + x = Aan + Iw.
In Eq. (1.2), an +, and an are vectors of the scaled derivatives of the polynomials Pn+ ,(x) (at x"+,) and Pn(x) (at x") respectively. / is a vector of the scaled derivatives of the modifier polynomial C at xn +,, A is the Pascal triangle and w = 5"+ ,C(0)//0; /0 being the first element of /. This representation of a polynomial by a vector of its scaled derivatives was originally suggested by Nordsieck (1962) and has been recently used by Byrne and Hindmarsh (1975) . In this paper we are going to assume that this is the representation being used because it seems to be a very convenient way to represent all multistep methods. 
Now consider that the solution at the following points has been computed x"_3 = 0.6, x"_2 = 1.0, x"_, = 2.0, x" = 3.0.
It is now required to compute solution at xn+, = 3.5. We therefore have i"_3 = -5.8, 7"_2 = -5.0, f"_, = -3.0, tn = -1.0, tn+x = 0.0. If BDF of order 4 is being used, the modifier polynomial using VS technique is given by Cit) = (t+ l)(t + 3)(t + 5)(t + 5.8).
Using the FSI technique, the following modifier polynomial is obtained C(t) = (t + l)(t + 2)(t + 3)(t + 4). Since the correction term w in Eq. (1.2) is computed using only the first two elements of /, it can easily be shown that the difference between w using FSI and w using VS will be of the order of the difference between the second elements of the vectors /. Therefore using the FSI technique, the correction applied to the 3rd and 4th derivatives of the approximating polynomial will be much greater than that applied using the VS technique. In our opinion this is the main cause of the trouble using FSI. We therefore want that the interpolation points should be well spread over the interval containing the last k points (i.e. xn -xn_k) rather than crowding together towards xn whenever the step-size is being reduced as in FSI. The best solution, of course, is to compute the VS formulae but a good compromise seems to be to choose the interpolation points equally spaced over the interval xn -xn_k, the spacing being the average step-size in the last x-steps. That is why the name ASI.
The last element of / in the above vectors was 1/C(0), O(0) being the product of the roots of the modifier polynomial. For BDF these roots are the interpolation points. When the step-size is being reduced, the sum of the roots of the modifier polynomial is obviously going to be much greater for the VS formulae than for the FSI formulae.
In the above example, if we used the ASI technique, then the modifier polynomial will be C(t) = (t+ l)(t + 2.6)(t + 4.2)(t + 5.8).
Therefore the vector / using ASI is [10, 1.795, 0.994, 0.215, 0.0158] T.
Graphically the idea behind FSI and ASI is illustrated in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. In these figures Pn is the polynomial approximating y at xn, C is the modifier polynomial (for BDF) used in computing y"+, and the vertical lines show the points used in computing C.
/*"(*) 3. An Algorithm for ASI. Let the order of the method being used be k + 1
and let the last k + 1 points at which the solution has been computed be xn_¡, i = 0, 1,. . . , k. The average step-size in last k + 1 steps is hav = (xn -xn_k)/k. Since we are going to compute C(t) using the scaled variable t defined by (2.3), we define ht as the average step-size in the scaled variable t. Therefore ht = haJ(xn+l ~xn)-Now the collocation points are (again, using the scaled variable t)
-l~iht, i = 0,l,...,k.
Since these points are equally spaced, we can represent the modifier polynomial based on these points as a vector of scaled derivatives at t = -1. This representation is independent of ht and therefore may be stored in the subroutine.
Now let C(t) be given by
The vector of the coefficients {c¡} is equivalent to the vector / (except a scalar multiplication). Also this vector of coefficients may be thought of as the vector of the scaled derivatives of the polynomial Cit) at t = 0. (Note that the present step-size in variable t is always 1.) Therefore to compute / we need to compute the vector of the scaled derivatives of C(7) at t = 0. We already have a vector of scaled derivatives (scaled so that the step-size is ht) of C(i) at t = -1. Therefore two steps are involved in computing /: (a) Rescale the vector of the scaled derivatives of C(r) at t = -1 by multiplying the 7th element of the vector hk+l~' (i = 0, 1, . . . , k).
(b) Extrapolate (by multiplying by the Pascal triangle) to obtain /.
Consider an example to illustrate the above algorithm. For BDF of order 4, the modifier polynomial using ASI is Cit) = (t+ l)(t + 1 + ht)(t + 1 + 2ht)(t + 1 + 3ht). We follow an approach similar to that of Gear and Tu (1974) and define a predictor-corrector method, when the step-size may not be constant, as (4.2) an+i =Anan +wnln an + x, an are vectors of the scaled derivatives of the approximating polynomials at xn+x and xn respectively, /" is a vector of the scaled derivatives of the modifier polynomial at xn+,, wn is the correction required (a scalar) so that an + x satisfied the differential equation at xn+,, and Anan is the predicted vector of derivatives. To simplify the analysis, we consider that the differential equation being solved in y' = fix) and that a third order Adams method is being used to solve it. Therefore at x"+,, the second element of vector an + x must be equal to hnfixn+,), where hn = xn + xxn. (Further assume that /" in (4.2) always has its second element equal to 1.) Since an + x must satisfy the differential equation at x"+1, the second element of Anan + wnln must be equal to hnf(xn+x). This implies that wn =hnf(xn + x)-elAnan and therefore, To investigate the stability of the above predictor-corrector scheme, we need to find an expression for the global error propagation. The global error vector at xn+x is e" + 1 which is defined as At each step during the numerical testing, the local error in the numerical solution is computed. That is, we compute (y"+, -y(x" +, ))/y(x" +,) where y" + , and y(x" + x) axe the computed and true solutions respectively of the following differential equation:
y'=f(x,y), y(x")=y".
The results may now be summarized as follows
(1) Test Series 1. The aim of these tests was to test the step-size changing technique when the order of the method was held constant.
Krogh (1973) presented results of numerical testing and concluded that FSI works
quite satisfactorily when the step-size is increased. Our testing confirms this conclusion. Therefore in this paper our attention is focused on the performance of the three techniques whenever the step-size is reduced.
Methods of orders 5 to 14 were used in the testing. For methods of orders 5 to 7, we tested the three step-size changing techniques when the step-size was reduced by a factor of 2 and by a factor of 4. For higher order methods, the step-size was reduced by a factor of 2. Similar results were obtained for methods of different orders except that usually the performance of FSI got worse at higher orders. In this paper we only present results for methods of orders 8 to 14.
In Tables 1 and 2 , we present the local errors computed at each step using the three step-size changing techniques for differential equations y ' = ex andy' = cosx.
In Tables 3 and 4 , similar results are presented for differential equations y' = cosxesinjc and y' = 4e2x/(e2x + I)2. In Table 5 , the 11th derivatives of the approximating polynomials are presented after a step-size change from 0.75 to 0.375. The differential equation being solved was y ' = ex and AMF of order 11 was being used. Results in Table 5 show what exactly happens to the approximating polynomial after the stepsize is reduced using the various step-size changing techniques.
(2) Test Series 2. To test the step-size changing techniques when the order is changed by one.
In a variable order variable step-size algorithm a situation may arise when the order is lowered and the step-size is reduced. Also it is possible that in some instances when the order is being lowered the step-size may be increasing, the latter usually happening when the derivatives of the approximating polynomials are somewhat corrupted.
On the other hand when the order of the method being used is increased, the step-size must be increasing.
We therefore tested the three step-size techniques when the step-size was reduced and the order was lowered by one and also when the step-size was being increased and the order was either lowered by one or increased by one. The results obtained are similar to those obtained when the order was held constant and are therefore of little interest.
Studying the various results of numerical testing when the order of the method and the step-size both were changed, we did find some other minor items of interest.
Firstly we found that when the step-size was reduced substantially it was usually better (that is, the local errors were lower) to reduce the order of the method as well. Secondly, the order reducing technique used by Gear (1971b) whereby the 777th derivative of the approximating polynomial is dropped, when the order is reduced to m -1, was found to work quite satisfactorily. Also in increasing the order from m to m + 1 it was found to be better to just put the (m + l)st derivative of the approximating polynomial to zero rather than using the technique of Gear (1971b) . This was suggested by . (3) Test Series 3. To test the stability of the ASI technique.
A large number of tests were conducted to investigate the stability of the ASI technique. In many tests the FSI technique was found to be unstable, but in all the tests, using various sequences of step-sizes, the ASI and VS techniques were always found to be stable. For example, for the method of order 7, the ODE y' = ex was solved with alternating step-sizes of 0.5 and 0.1. After ten steps, the 7th derivative of the approximating polynomial was 1.1 E + 11 when the FSI technique was used. Using the ASI technique, the derivative was only 6.96. In fact the FSI technique was unstable even if the step-sizes of 0.5 and 0.2 were used alternately.
In Table 6 , we present results for the differential equations y ' = ex and y ' = cosx when the step-sizes of 0.75 and 0.375 were used alternately using a method of order 11. Similar results were obtained for other differential equations and methods of different orders.
In the above stability tests, the step-sizes used were alternating between two very different values. This alternating behavior cannot be expected to occur in practice and this artificial example was used only to highlight the stable behavior of the ASI technique. Some other sequences of step-sizes have been used and again ASI technique was found to be stable. 6 . Discussion. The new step-size changing technique (ASI) seems to be performed quite well in the numerical testing; though not as well as the VS technique.
ASI is quite stable and in our opinion is attractive because it provides the flexibility to use several sets of multistep formulae in an algorithm in contrast to the VS technique which requires that separate algorithms must be included for computing the VS coefficients for each set of formulae.
Though generally ASI has performed better than FSI, there are instances where duced by a factor of 2. Also for the differential equation y' = 4e2xli4e2x + l)2, the performance of ASI is not better than that of FSI (Table 3) . The mild unstability displayed by the ASI technique in some of the tests is most likely due to the following reason. If a step-size change takes place in going from x" to x"+, and the ASI technique is used for computing the solution at x"+1, x" + 2, . . . , xn + m then the approximating polynomial 7>" + 1(x) at xn + i {m > i > 1) is computed based on interpolation points which are, except for the last point, all different from the points at which the solution was computed. This is, it seems, not a problem for most cases but in severe cases, like reducing the step-size by a factor of 2 at order 14, it can cause mild unstability. Further testing is being carried out and results will be available in Gupta (1978) .
The ASI technique can be implemented efficiently.
Step (a) of the algorithm presented in Section 3 takes 2m -1 multiplications for a method of order m.
Step (c) Now compute the correction to be applied (that is, w). We now have the first two elements of vector an + x in Eq. (1.2).
(d) Except for the first two elements, add w times the vector obtained after step (a) in Section 3, to an.
(e) Extrapolate the corrected vector (except the first two elements). We now have<7n+1.
The work done in steps (c), (d),and (e) above is part of the predictor-corrector algorithm and is not additional due to ASI. Therefore the ASI algorithm cost is a linear function of the order m.
A further saving can be made by using the ASI technique for only (say) m/2 steps after a step-size reduction (rather than m steps) and then switching to the FSI technique. Also when the step-size is increasing we need not use ASI since FSI works quite satisfactorily.
In Gupta (1975) , we have presented an algorithm using the ASI technique as suggested here. The results of preliminary testing presented in Gupta (1975) suggest that the subroutine has performed satisfactorily. Further extensive testing is being carried out and the results will be presented in a later paper.
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